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The main objective of this study is to find the relationship between a polynomial 
initial value problem and the global error of single-step methods. Using multi-step 
methods we can solve the polynomial problem exactly while using single-step methods the 
global errors are constant after some iterations. We know both multi-step methods and 
single-step methods are based on Taylor Series and Taylor Series are polynomials. So we 
might think that we can solve the polynomial problems exactly just like the multi-step 
methods. Investigation this interesting problem I tested many different cases and used 
error estimate methods to verifY the results obtained from the testing. 
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Many important and significant problems in engineering, in the physical sciences, 
and the social sciences, when formulated in mathematical terms, require the 
determination of a function satisfying a differential equation or functions satisfying 
systems of differential equations containing one or more derivatives of the unknown 
function or functions. For instance, problems in mechanics such as the motion of 
projectiles or orbiting bodies, in population dynamics and in chemical kinetics may be 
modeled by ordinary differential equations. Many clever methods of finding 
analytical solutions of ordinary differential equations have been devised by 
mathematicians, but the majority of differential equations are not amenable to these 
methods, and unfortunately most of the differential equations which model practical 
problems fall into this category. We can solve linear constant coefficient ordinary 
equations by analytic methods, but using analytic methods to solve linear variable 
coefficient ordinary equations is very difficult , and it is even more difficult to solve 
nonlinear differential equations. For example, 
dv v 
_,_ = X 2 + 7 Ylnx _ .::_ _ Y2 
dx x 
y(l) = -1 
In many circumstances we can only use numerical approximation to solve the 
problems of ordinary differential equations. There are two basic approaches to the 
numerical approximation of solutions of differential equations. One is approximate 
2 
analytic methods, for example series solution, and the other is discretization. In this thesis 
we shall deal with the latter method. The feature of this method is that no 
attempt is made to approximate the exact solution y(x) over a continuous range of the 
independent variable. Approximate values are sought only on a set of discrete points 
XpX2 ,x3,···,X11 • Frequently, though not always, the points x, are equidistant~ ifthey are, 
we write x" =a+ nh, n = 0, I, 2, 3, ···,n, where his a stepsize. Generally speaking, a 
discrete variable method for solving a differential equation consists of an algorithm which, 
corresponding to each lattice point x", furnishes a number Yn which is to be regarded as 
an approximation to the value y(x") of the exact solution y(x) at the point x". One of the 
main questions we shall be concerned with is the size of the discretization error e, = Yn -
y( xn ), in particular as a function of the step h. In the last forty or so years, mathematicians 
have put the subject on a much sounder theoretical basis, particularly in areas such as the 
propagation of errors and stability. Much work has been done on the implementation of 
methods and on their comparative testing. This has produced some agreement on what is 
the "best" method for a given non-stiff ordinary differential equation. Recently the problem 
of stiffness has received a lot of attention. [27, pp. 7-8] 
Although boundary value problems for ordinary differential equations are very 
important, only initial value problems have been considered here. 
Contrary to some of the other methods, discrete variable methods enjoy the 
advantage of being almost universally applicable. In the case of the initial value problem, 
for example, the only requirement for the applicability of most discrete variable methods is 
the ability to calculate a good approximation to the value off(x,y) for a given x andy. It is 
true that the function f may have to be evaluated a large number of times in order to keep 
the discretization error sufficiently small. "Once a deterrent to the application of discrete 
variable methods, this fact causes no concern today, when large numerical calculations, 
especially if of a repetitive nature, can be performed efficiently and reliably on automatic 
digital computers." [ 27 ] 
Among the discrete variable methods for the solution of initial value problems we can 
distinguish between one-step methods and multi-step methods. In a one-step method the 
value of Yn.J can be found if only Yn is known; no knowledge of any preceding values 
Yn-I•Yn 2 ,-· · is required. In a multi-step method, the calculation of Yn·l requires the 
explicit knowledge not only of Yn but also of a certain number of preceding values 
y n- I' y n- 2 ,- ... A method is called a k -step method if the values y n, y n-" y n- 2,. .. , y n I -k and 
.1~ ,f~-- 1 , ••• ,f~-1-k are required for the calculation of Yn+J· [22, p. 4] 
In one-step methods the starting point does not play a special role. In fact, every 
lattice point can be considered a new starting point This makes it easy to change the 
step size h. "Stability" considerations also seem to favor the single-step methods. [ 16 ] 
Multi-step methods require a special starting procedure, since at the points 
x()'x"x2,···,xk_ 1 some ofthe values Yn-j and/~ 1 required for the computation are 
missing, and a special computation may also be necessary at points where the stepsize is 
changed. All this tends to increase the length and complexity of the required machine 
codes. But generally speaking, multi-step methods may be more accurate than one-step 
methods for a given time of computation. 
Barbara Tracy, a former student of Dr. Chandler, found an interesting phenomenon 
that when solving the initial value problem 
y' = 2x - 1000( y - x 2 ), y(O) = 0 
by using the Runge-Kutta method of order 4 with stepsize h = 0.001, after some iterations 
the global error is approximately a constant. The exact solution ofthis problem is y(x) = 
x2 , and Adams methods of order two or greater give the exact solution. Why does not a 
Runge-Kutta method of order 4 solve this polynomial problem exactly and its global error 
is a constant after some iterations? Like Adams methods, Runge-Kutta methods are based 
on a Taylor series, and Taylor series are polynomials. More general, for the initial value 
problem 
y'=nx"- 1 + c( y- xn ), y(O) = 0 ( 1 ) 
where n is a positive integer, c is a negative real number, is the global error zero? If not, is 
it a constant after some iterations? The exact solution of the problem is the polynomial 
y(x) = xn. We also want to know what will be happen if the initial value y(O)=y0 where }'0 
is not zero. 
It is the purpose of this thesis to study these problems and we only use the Runge 
Kutta methods to do some research. Briefintroductions of Runge-Kutta methods are 
presented in Chapter II. Meanwhile the different strategies for estimating the local or 
global error and the most useful error estimates are also described in Chapter II. 
In Chapter III, according to the analytic theory we can calculate the domain of the 
convergence and the stability of the initial value problem ( 1 ). Within the domain I try 
different variable values of exponent n, constant coefficient c and stepsize h, so that we 
can get some interesting data. Using these data I plot the principle features of the graphs 
of log ( error ) versus log( stepsize h)and global error versus constant coefficient c. 
In Chapter IV we try to explain these phenomena using the posterior error estimate 
method. 
The final conclusions of this thesis and suggestions for further study are given in 
Chapter V. All program listings are collected in the Appendices. 
CHAPTER II 
BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
Taylor Series Methods 
The solution of the initial value problem 
y'=f{x,y) 
y(xo ) =Yo 
may be expressed as the Taylor series [22, p. 108] 
dy(x ) I d 2y(x ) , 1 d 3y(x ) 
Y(x)=y(x )+~x-x )+- 0 (x-x )~+- 0 (x-x ) 3+··· 
0  0 2 dx2 0 3! dx3 0 
1 dn y(x0 ) n 
+- (x-x) +··· 
n! dx" 0 
( 2) 
( 3 ) 
provided it is infinitely differentiable at x = x0 . The second and higher derivatives in ( 3 ) 
may be obtained ( if they exist ) by repeatedly differentiating the differential equation 




In practice it is usually computationally more efficient to calculate the derivatives 
recursively. This is the principal disadvantage of this method--to obtain accurate values of 
the solution well away from x = x0 requires that a large number of terms of the Taylor 
series be used, which in tum requires that the solution must be many times differentiable at 
x = x0 , and that it is convergent for the particular value ofx. The labor involved in 
calculating the derivatives may become prohibitive for more complicated problems unless 
computer software for symbolic manipulation including differentiation is available. 
However, these problems can be overcome to some extent by using the method in a 
stepwise manner. No matter how few terms of the Taylor series are used (at least two 
always exist), an estimate ofy(x0 +h) can be obtained to any given accuracy simply by 
using a small enough h and a truncated Taylor series about x0 + h calculated and used to 
advance the solution further. By repeating this procedure, the solution can be 
approximated for any value ofx. But as you can see later, if the stepsize his too small the 
roundoff error will increase greatly. The Taylor series method has been developed most 
thoroughly by Chang and co-workers [ 11 ]. 
Euler Method 
The Euler method, also called the method of the tangent, is the first method of 
approximate integration ( 1786 ). 
The Formula of the Euler Method 
Let the problem be ( 2 ) 
We set 
Yn+1 = Yn +hJ(XnJ'n) (4) 
supposing, to shorten the notation, that h = xn- xn_1 is a constant. The Euler method is 







Figure 1 . Euler Method Graphically Displayed 
Note that it uses the first two terms of the Taylor series to approximate the solution, 
so it can be treated as a special case of the Taylor series method. 
Equation ( 4 ) simply replaces the function y(x) at the point xn by a straight line with 
the same slope as the tangent line at that point. lfthis approximation is not particularly 
good (for example, if h = xn- xn-J is not small enough or if y'(x) is rapidly changing), 
then the calculated value for Yn·J will not be very accurate. The subsequent point, Yn. 2 , 
which depends upon the values calculated for Yn·I, will be even worse. The error will 
accumulate for subsequent points. "Despite the obvious inadequacies of the Euler method, 
its compelling simplicity makes it useful as a starting point for the development of more 
sophisticated procedures for solving differential equations. Even though the Euler method 
is rarely used in a serious solution of a problem it is easy to analyze and is often the basis 
of constructive existence proofs." [ 7 ] 
7 
8 
Local and Global Truncation Errors 
"If an error estimate method depends only on a knowledge of the equation but not on 
the knowledge of the solution y(x), it is called an a priori estimate method. If, on the other 
hand, a knowledge of the properties of the solution y(x) is required, its error estimate is 
called a posterior estimate method." [ 16 ] Foil owing are some error estimates for the 
Euler's method: 
( 5 ) 
where his the stepsize ofthe method, K is the Lipschitz constant for fas a 
function of x, L is the Lipschitz constant off as a function of y, Z is the maximum of the 
value ofy'(x) in the domain of (a, b). Formula ( 5 ) derived the error bound for the 
solution of ( 4 ). Ifwe have some knowledge ofthe solution, and assume that its second 
derivative is continuous and bounded by a known quantity, say C, we can get a better 
bound. It is 
hC jenj s ~eLb -l)+eLbjeoJ 
2L 
b. en = hf(xn)+O(h2 ) 
where f(x) is the solution of the ordinary differential equation 
do= g(x)o-...!_ d2y 
dx 2 d.x2 
f(O)= eo 
h 
( 6 ) 
( 7 ) 
( 8) 
and g(x)= ~ ify is continuously differentiable three times. Theoretical details and 
justifications about these formulas may be found in Gear [ 14, pp. 13-15]. 
Runge-Kutta Methods 
As mentioned previously, the Euler method is not very useful in practical problems 
because it requires a very small stepsize for reasonable accuracy. Taylor's algorithm of 
higher order is inconvenient as a general-purpose procedure because of the need to obtain 
higher total derivatives ofy(x). The Runge-Kutta methods attempt to obtain greater 
accuracy by developing formulas equivalent to second, third, fourth, fifth, or even higher 
order Taylor series formulas, and at the same time avoid the need for higher derivatives, 
by obtaining an approximate numerical tabulation of the dependent variables at specified 
intervals of the independent variable. 
Carl David Runge ( 1856-1927 ), German mathematician and physicist, worked for 
many years in spectroscopy. The analysis of data led him to consider problems in 
numerical computation, and the Runge-Kutta method originated in his paper on the 
numerical solution of differential equations in 1895. The method was extended to systems 
of equations in 1901 by M. Wilhelm Kutta ( 1867-1944 ). Kutta was a German 
mathematician and aerodynamicist who is also well-known for his important contributions 
to classical airfoil theory. [27, p. 12] 
The elementary refinements of the basic Euler method, which is a first order Runge-
Kutta method, were based on the idea that using the average slope of the tangent over an 
interval to extrapolate a function to the next point should result in greater accuracy. The 
other Runge-Kutta methods whose order are larger than one carries this a bit fi.1rther The 
slope that is used in the linear extrapolation is taken to be a weighted average of the slope 
at the left end of the interval and some intermediate point. Thus, the algorithm reads 
J'n·l = Yn + .fl\'eh ( 9 ) 
where fcr.·e is determined by the equation 
lave = qf,, + bfn' ( 1 0 ) 
where a, b are the "weights" and fn is the function evaluated at the point xn, and .f~. is the 
function evaluated at some intermediate point defined as 
fn· = f(xn f ah,yn + /3fnh) ( 11 ) 
9 
10 
where the two parameters a ,{3 specify the position of the intermediate point. We can use 
the graph to explain these ( Fig. 2 ). 
y parallel lines 
slope f(x ,y J 
r.+, r~-+ ..... -
0 X X X 
Figure 2 . Runge-Kutta Methods Graphically Displayed 
General Runge-Kutta Formula 
( i=l23···n) ~ ' ' ' ( 12) j k, = hj(xn + a,h,yn + L:b.sks) 
s=l 
where a;,a,,b,s ( i= 1,2,3, .. ·,n; s = 1, 2 ... ,i ) are constant coefficients. For simplicity in 
this thesis we only consider i= 1 ,2,3, 4. 
Second Order Methods 







( 13 ) 
This is one family of second order methods, where m is the independent parameter. If 
m= 1/2 it is the so-called midpoint method; m= 1 gives the well-known modified Euler 
method, and it is Heun's method of order two ifm=2/3. [ 9, pp. 53-54] 
Third Order Methods 
1.• = 1• +ak +hk +ck Jn•] Jn I 2 J 
k1 = hf(x. ,y.) 
k7 = hj(x. + mh,y. + mk,} 











Since there are four equations and six unknowns, there are two degrees of freedom in the 
system. Choosing different pairs of the parameters we can get various particular formulas. 
Here are some special cases: 
Classical Method. In formula ( 14 ), m = 0.5, n = 1. 





Heun Method of Order Three. In formula ( 14 ), m = 2/3, n = 2/3, a= 0.25, 
b = 0, c = 3/4. 
Conte and Reeves method. [ 27, p.l4] In formula ( 14 ), m = 0.6265833, 
n = 0.0754259. 
Fourth Order Methods 
k 2 = l!f(x. + mh,y. + mk1 ) 
k3 = hf(xn +nh.J'n +(n-r)k1 +rkJ 
k_. = hf(xn + ph.J'n +(p- s -t)kl + sk2 + tk3) 
here: 
a+b+c+d=l 
1 bm +en+ dp =-
2 
2 0 ~ l bm +en~ +dp~ =-
3 
1 
crm + d( sm + tn ) = -
6 
( 15 ) 
1 1 , 1 bm +c.:n + dp· = --
4 
1 





Since there are eight equations and ten unknowns, the equations above possess a 
two-parameter of solutions. The special cases are: 
Merson's Method. [ 29] In formula ( 15 ), m = 113, n = 0.5. 
Hull and Johnson Method. ( 25) In formula ( 15 ), m = 0.35, n = 0.45. 
Boulton Method. [ 27, p. 16 ] In formula ( 15 ), m = 1/3, n =2m. 
Optimal Method. [ 27, p.16] In formula ( 15 ), m = 2/5, n = 3/5. 
Classical method. In formula ( 15 ), m = 0.5, n = 0.5, a= l/6, b = l/3, c = 1/3, 
d = 1/6, p = 1, r = I/2, s = 0, t = 1. 
Local And Global Truncation Errors 
The Runge-Kutta methods may safely be applied to almost any problems of 
differential equations with initial value conditions, but present nevertheless certain 
inconveniences. One of these is the difficulty of obtaining any estimate of the truncation 
error involved. A brief summary of possible methods of error estimate is given by Scraton 
( 1964 ). The procedures available for estimating truncation errors may be classified into 
two types: multi-stage methods, where the estimate is obtained only after the tabulation 
has proceeded for several steps; and single-stage methods, where each step provides its 
13 
own immediate error estimate. In general, it is possible to devise a multi-stage for any 
integration process, but a single-stage error estimate can only be obtained when the 
integration process is specifically designed to provide this feature. 
Practical Evaluation of the Truncation Error of Rank Two 
Ceschino and Kuntzmann [7, pp. 54-56] give the general multi-stage error estimate 
for the Runge-Kutta method of order two: 
"[ . . 6 ( 6 ) l E= -- -5/ +I +-.( + --+4 t: 12 .n·l .nl mJn.l m .1] 
where 
f. = f( \' + h 1.' ) 
. n·l • • n , J n, 1 Yn 1 can be got formula ( 13 ) . 
fn 1 = .f(x, -h,yn 1) Yn 1 can be got formula ( 13 ) and 
only use -h to submit the h in the formula . 
.f.,, = .f(x, +mh.y, +mk 1 ) k1 and m is the same as ( 13) 
h is stepsize 
Ifm=1 it is Euler-Cauchy and 
E = ]~ [ -5/,, 1 + 6f,;- 2.~1 + fn 1] 
here fn 1 = .f(x, + h,yn + k1 ) 
Ifm = ~- it is the improved Euler method and 
2 
h E=-[-st: +12{, -8-r+-r] 12 . n 1 . n.l J n J n 1 
where .f., 1 = .t( x, +~,y" + ~1 ) 
14 
Practical Evaluation of the Truncation Error of Rank Three 
For the formula ( 14) the principal part ofthe error at one step is: 
Here are the numerical values of the coefficients for the methods above: 
Nystrom [ 34] 
RK3 Classic ( 44 1 
Conte and Reeves 
Optimum 
TABLE I 
COEFFICIENTS FOR RK3 ERROR 
m cl ) . C, I ~ n 
2 2 1 
+-
3 3 216 72 
1 0 0 -
2 




According to these formulas, we have to expect that : 
15 
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a. the Nystrom formula is often better than the classic formula. 
b. the optimal formula is often the best of all. 
Practical Evaluation ofthe Truncation Error of Rank Four 
Single Stage Estimate . Merson's process: 
Merson ( 1957) has derived a process similar in form to the Runge-Kutta 
methods, which gives, in suitable cases, a single-stage error estimate. 
30E' = 2k0 -9k2 +8k, -k4 +0(h6) 
16 
The process is used for Runge-Kutta order four classical method and the valid use of the 
process is restricted to the differential equation which are linear in both x and y: 
y' = f('x,y) =ax+ by+ c ( 16) 
or equations which closely approximate this form. It is natural to inquire whether it is 
possible to derive a process similar to Merson's method, but without any restrictions on its 
validity. A variety of such processes are in fact possible; following is an example for a 
general single-stage error estimate, and it is used for Runge-Kutta order four when 
1 } 3 3 3 X 90 3 X 90 81 81 250 
m=- n=- r=- r=- s=-- t=-- a=- b=- c=--3 ' 3' 4' 4' 128 , 128 , 170, 170, 13 77, 
d = 250 . 
1377. 
where 
19 27 57 4 
q = 24 kl- 8 k1 + 20 k., -15 k4 
19 27 57 4 
r = 24 k1-g k2 + 20 k3-15 k4 
s= k3- ko 
• 
The Extrapolation method [ 22. pp. 80-82] computes Y~, by two steps oflength 
h and r _ by one step oflenb>th 2h. The average ofthe error accumulated in the two steps 
. :h 
is therr estimated by 
y -- ,, 
E= __ :!,__ ~ 
3! 
for a fourth-order Runge-Kutta method. This method will be referred to as doubling and it 
seems fair to describe it as the standard estimate for Runge-Kutta methods. 
" 
It computes y_:, by two steps of leflb>th h and }' • by one step of length 2h. The average 
ofthe error accumulated in the two steps is then estimated by solving twice w·ith different 
stepsizes and combining the results to estimate the error in one of the values 
_Multi-Stil_g_~_E::stim<J.cl~ . The most accurate formula listed by Ceschino and 
Kuntzmann is ofthe form 
E ~ - 1 (I I v + 27 v -27 v - 11 Y' ) - !~ (j + 9 J' + 9 f + f ) ( 17 ) 60 · *" n l -' n ~ n 1 11 2 20 n · I n n J n ~ 
One can obtain such a formula via the Hermite interpolating polynomial. Theoretical 
justification of its use is rather complicated and is only sketched in [7, pp. 248-249]. 
A detailed derivation shows this formula to be more accurate ( as applied to 
methods of order :s: 4 ) when the estimated error is taken to be the error in going from 
x" 1 to X"· If the error is incurred in going trom x = 0 to x = h, formula ( 17 ) becomes 
using the initial condition Yu = 0 
Here y , y and }' are taken to be the numerical solutions obtained from the 
2h h h 
formula ( 15 ) at points x = 2h, h, -h, respectively, where y h results from an integration 
proceeding backward one step from x = 0 and y 2h is the two-step solution as discussed 
18 
in the doubling procedure. This way of supplying the needed data for the error formula 
seems best for an unbiased comparison of the various estimates. 
Alternatively, if we wish to anticipate the multistage error estimate ( I7 ) as 
representing the error over x, to Xn+l, the formula for the comparison scheme becomes 
E = 610 (II y h- 27 y -h- 11 y _J- :o (j h + 9 j o + 9 j -h + j J ( 19 ) 
As before, the values y -h and y _
211 
are computed solutions obtained via the Runge-Kutta 
formula ( 15 ) by backward integration of one and two steps, respectively. 
There are two other multistage formulas: 
E = 3~ (yn+l + 18 Y, -9 Yn-1 -10 Y,_)- 3h0 (9 /,+] + 18 /,_] +3 /,_J ( 20) 
and 
£ = 310 (y nd + 18 y n- 9 y n-1 -10 y ,_J- :0 (9 f n+l + 18 f n I+ 3 f n J ( 21 ) 
These two formulas can be found in formulas V*(a) and V of[7, p. 250], respectively. 
( Formula ( 21 ) was first given by Morel [47].) 
Some Formulas For Multi-step Methods 
Explicit Adams two-step method: 
Explicit Adams three-step method: 
Explicit Adams four-step method: 
Explicit Adams five-step method: 
Yn-l '""Yn+h[1901.f(xn,yJ-2774.f(xn l•Yn 1)+2616f(xn-c'Yn 2) 
-1274.f(xn_3 ,yn_3 ) + 25lf(xn·-t•Yn.J] / 
!no 





In the Runge-Kutta method if there exists a 11r; > 0 for each differential equation 
such that a change in the starting values by a fixed amount produces a bounded change in 
the numerical solution for all 0 s h s h0 , then the method is stable. Furthermore we 
can define absolute stability as follows: "A method is absolutely stable for a given 
step size h and a given differential equation if the change due to a perturbation of size 8 
in one of the mesh values 8 is no larger than 8 in all subsequent values Ym• m > n." 
[ 16 ] 
Dahlquist [ 48 ] defined absolute stability using the test equation y' = ). y. We say 
that the region of absolute stability is that set of values of h ( real nonnegative ) and ). 
(possibly complex) for which a perturbation in a single value Yn will produce a change 
in subsequent values that does not increase from step to step. For second-order Runge-
Kutta methods, we have 
k1 = hj(xn,yJ = hAyn 
k2 = hj(xn +mh,yn +mkJ =hA(yn +mhA,yJ =h).( I +mhA)yn 
Yn+l = Yn +ak1 +hk2 = Yn +ahAyn +hhA(l +mhA)yn 
= [ 1 +(a+ b )Ah + bmh2 A2 ]Yn = (I+ 81hA + o2h2 A2 )yn 
where 81= a+ b, 82 = bm. [ 7] We know that 81 =I, 82 =±;thus, the region of 
absolute stability is that area in the complex J1. -plane in which 
20 
where J1 =h)... 
? 
l+Jl+l:C < 1 
2 
Similarly for the Runge-Kutta order three methods we have 
Y n+l = ( 1 + 8\h}.. + 82h2 A2 + 83h3 A3 )yn 
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( 22) 
where 81 = I, 82 = ±, 83 = l; thus, the region of absolute stability is that area in which 
where f.1 = h)... 
And for the Runge-Kutta order four methods we have 
Yn>l = (1 + 8,h}.. + 82h2 A2 + 8lh'}..-' + 84h4A4 )yn 
( 23 ) 
1 1 1 
where 81 = 1, 82 = l, 83 = "6, 84 = 24 ; thus, the region of absolute stability is that area 
in which 
2 f.13 f.141 
1 + J1 + 1:!_ +-+ -' < 1 
2 6 24[ 
( 24) 
where f.1 = h)... 
After solving the inequalities ( 22 ), ( 23 ) and ( 24) we get Table II, and it can be 
shown in Figure 3. [ 12] 
Next we consider the problem 
with the solution 
y' = }..( y- F(x)) + F'(x) 
y(O) = F(O) + c0 e:Ax 
y = F(x) + c0 e:Ax 
( 25 ) 
When }.. is small but negative, the equation ( 25 ) will lie in the region of absolute 
stability of the test equation y' = A.y. Details are given in [ 16, pp. 41-42]. 
TABLE II 






Real Interval of absolute stability 
(-~ o) 
.A.'' 
(- 2;1 ,0) 
(- 2;8 ,0) 
, I y 
Figure 3. Absolute Stabilty Region In the Complex Jl-plane [ 12] 
( x = Re( J1 ), y = Im( ,U ) ) 
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About the Program of This Paper 
In this thesis, l developed a program for solving the ordinary differential 
equation: 
y'=nxn-l+c(y-xn), y(x0)==y0 (26) 
where n is an integer, the coefficient c, x0 , Yo are real numbers. The program includes 
the following main subroutines to solve equation ( 26 ): 
1. Euler method ( Runge-Kutta order one), using formula ( 4 ). 
2. Runge-Kutta method of order two, using formula ( 13 ). 
3. Runge-Kutta method of order three, using formula ( 14 ). 
4. Runge-Kutta method of order four, using formula ( 15 ). 
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5. AUTO is a control subroutine for testing variables: the coefficient c of equation 
( 26 ), the stepsize h of numerical methods and comparing some special cases of 
the same order, for same stepsize and the same coefficient c. 
The rest of the program is for the purpose of some special needs that are not so 
important for this thesis, for example, the selection of the variable n, etc. All of the 
programs were run on an IBM-compatible PC and also on the VMSN AX mainframe at 
Oklahoma State University using double precision computations. 
The interesting part of the test is try to find the relationship between the global error 
and the parameters , such as c, n in ( 26 ), for a stepsize h within its absolute stability 
region for the Runge-Kutta methods. Here the global errors we got were using the exact 
solution minus the numerical solution and neglecting the roundoff error of the computer. 
Test Problems Design and the Results 
Single-St~ Method 
1. In equation ( 26 ), let n == I, c = -1000, x0 = 0, y0 = 0. Then the equation will be: 
y' = 1 - 1000( y- X ), y(O) = I 
This gives information about the effect of the global error due to changing the 
stepsize h, listed in Table III and Table IV. 
TABLE III 
ERROR VERSUS STEPSIZE I 
# of iterations Stepsize h Error ( Euler ) Error ( RK2 ) 
500 0.002 1.0 1.0 
527 0.0019005 0.0 0.11102E-l4 
556 0.0018001 O.lll02E-15 0.11102E-15 
588 0.001705 0.0 0.11102E-l5 
625 0.001602 0.0 0.0 
666 0.0015025 0.0 0.0 
713 0.001403 0.0 0.0 
768 0.0013035 0.0 0.0 
831 0.001204 0.0 0.0 
906 0.0011045 0.0 0.0 
996 0.001005 0.0 0.0 
1105 0.0009055 0.0 0.0 
1241 0.000806 0.0 0.0 
1416 0.0007065 0.0 0.0 
1648 0.000607 0.0 0.0 
1971 0.0005075 0.0 0.0 
2451 0.000408 0.0 0.0 
































TABLE III ( Continued ) 











ERROR VERSUS STEPSIZE II 
Error #of Stepsize Error 
( RK3) iter. h (RK4) 
Increasing 514 0.001949 0.0 
0.0 553 0.0018105 0.0 
0.0 559 0.001672 0.0 
0.0 653 0.0015335 0.0 
0.0 717 0.001395 0.0 
0.0 796 0.0012565 0.0 
0.0 895 0.00118 0.0 
0.0 1021 0.0009795 0.0 
0.0 1196 0.000841 0.0 
0.0 1424 0.0007025 0.0 
0.0 1774 0.000564 0.0 
0.0 2351 0.0004255 0.0 
0.0 3485 0.000287 0.0 
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TABLE IV ( Continued) 
#of Stepsize Error #of Step size 
iter. h ( RK3) iter. h 
1130 0.000885 0.0 6735 0.0001485 
1316 0.00076 0.0 
1575 0.000635 0.0 
1961 0.00051 0.0 
2598 0.000385 0.0 
3847 0.00026 0.0 
7408 0.000135 0.0 
Notes for all the Tables of this paper: 
a. Errors in the Tables of this paper are the global errors. 
b. Each number in the error column refers to the error after some iterations, 





c. If the exponent part of the error is smaller than -13 it is caused by roundoff error 
so we can say the truncation error is zero. 
Notes for Table III and Table IV: 
a. In Table III, RK2 refers to the Modified Euler method. 
b. In Table IV, RK3 refers to the "Optimal" Runge-Kutta order 3 method. 
c. In Table IV, RK4 refers to the "Optimal" Runge-Kutta order 4 method. 
d. For n=l, the global errors are all zero for the initial value problem Yr) = 0. 
2. In equation ( 26 ), let n = 2, c = -1000, x0 = 0, y 0 = 0. Then the equation will be: 
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y' = 2x -1000( y-x:c. ), y(O) = 0 
This gives information about the effect of the global error due to changing the 
stepsize h, listed in Table V and Table VI: 
TABLE V 
ERROR VERSUS STEPSIZE III 
# of iteration Stepsize h Error ( Euler ) Error ( RK2) 
500 0.002 Increasing Increasing 
527 0.0019005 0.19005E -5 0.3630 I E-4 
556 0.0018001 0.180 IOE-5 0.16300E-4 
588 0.001705 0.17015E-5 0.96988E-5 
625 0.001602 0.16020E-5 0.64483E-5 
666 0.0015025 0.15025E-5 0.45377E-5 
713 0.001403 0.14030E-5 0.32972E-5 
768 0.0013035 0.13035E-5 0.24395E-5 
831 0.001204 0.12040E-5 0.18211E-5 
996 0.001005 0.10050E-5 0.10151E-5 
1105 0.0009055 0.90550E-6 0.74914E-6 
1241 0.000806 0.80600E-6 0.54408E-6 
1416 0.0007065 0.70650E-6 0.38589E-6 
1648 0.000607 0.60700E-6 0.26450E-6 
1971 0.0005075 0.50750E-6 0.17257E-6 
2451 0.000408 0.40800E-6 0.10456E-6 
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TABLE V ( Continued ) 








ERROR VERSUS STEPSIZE IV 
Error #of Step size 
( RK3) iter. h 
Increasing 360 0.00278 
0.13910£-5 379 0.0026415 
0.12398E-5 400 0.002503 
0.10892£-5 423 0.0023645 
0.94127£-6 450 0.00226 
0.79864E-6 480 0.0020875 
0.66379E-6 514 0.001949 
0.53914E-6 553 0.0018105 
0.42675E-6 559 0.001672 
0.32815E-6 653 0.0015335 
0.24420E-6 717 0.001395 
0.17502E-6 796 0.0012565 





















TABLE VI ( Continued ) 
#of Stepsize Error #of Stepsize Error 
iter. h ( RK3) iter. h (RK4) 
1130 0.000885 0.78045E-7 1021 0.0009795 0.30391 E-7 
1316 0.00076 0.47478E-7 1196 0.000841 0.15495E-7 
1575 0.000635 0.26458E-7 1424 0.0007025 0.708lOE-8 
1961 0.00051 0.13035E-7 1774 0.000564 0.27609E-8 
2598 0.000385 0.53123E-8 2351 0.0004255 0.83872E-9 
3847 0.00026 0.15451 E-8 3485 0.000287 0.16261 E-9 
7408 0.000135 0.20374E-9 6735 0.0001485 0.1 0902E-1 0 
Notes for Table V and Table VI: 
a. In Table V, RK2 refers to the Modified Euler method. 
b. In Table VI, RK3 refers to the "Optimal" Runge-Kutta order 3 method. 
c. In Table VI, RK4 refers to the Classical Runge-Kutta order 4 method. 
d. The results of the initial value Yo = I are the same as that of Yo = 0 which 
were shown in Table V and Table VI except the global errors of Euler method 
and Runge-Kutta order two method are 1. 0 when the stepsize is 0. 002 when y 0 = I. 
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3. In equation ( 26 ), let n = 3, c = -1000, x0 = 0, Yo = 0. Then the equation will be: 
y' = 3x" -1000( y-x 1 ), y(O) = 0 
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The global error is not a constant so we just ignore the resulting data. 
4. In equation ( 26 ), let n = 1, h = 0.000125, x,, = 0, Yo= l. Then the equation will 
be: 
y' = l -c( y-x ), y(O) = 1 
This gives information about the effect of the global error due to changing the 
coefficient c, listed in Table VII: 
TABLE VII 
ERROR VERSUS COEFFICIENT I 
Coeff. c Error (Euler) Error (RK2) Error (RK3) Error (RK4) 
-1000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
-950 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
-900 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
-850 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
-800 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
-750 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
-700 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
-650 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
-600 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
-550 O.lll02E-l5 O.lll02E-15 O.lll02E-15 O.lll02E-15 
-500 O.ll102E-15 O.lll02E-15 0.1 II02E-15 0.11 102E-l5 
-450 0.11102E-15 0.11 102E-15 0.11102E-15 0.11 102E-15 
J-+ 
TABLE VII ( Continued ) 
Coeff. c Error (Euler) Error (RK2) Error (RK3) Error (RK4) 
-400 O.lll02E-15 0.11102E-15 0.11102E-15 0.11102E-15 
-350 0.11102E-15 0.11102E-15 0.111 02E-15 0.11102E-15 
-300 0.11102E-15 0.11102E-15 0.11102E-15 0.111 02E-15 
-250 0.33307E-15 0.44409E-15 0.33307E-15 0.44409E-15 
-200 0.44409 E-15 0.55511E-15 0.44409E-15 0.26895E-15 
-150 0.66613E-15 0.77716E-15 0.66613E-15 0.66613E-15 
-100 0. 99920E-l5 O.lll02E-14 0. 99920E-l5 0.11102E-14 
-50 0.21 094E-14 0.22204E-l4 0.21094E-14 0.22204E-l4 
Notes of Table VII: 
a. In Table VII, RK2 refers to the Modified Euler method. 
b. In Table VII, RK3 refers to the "Optimal" Runge-Kutta order 3 method. 
c. In Table VII, RK4 refers to the Optimal Runge-Kutta order 4 method. 
d. For n = 1, the global errors for the initial value problem Yo = 0 are all zero. 
5. In equation ( 26 ), let n = 2, h = 0.000125, x0 = 0, Yo= 0. Then the equation 
will be: 
y' = 2x -c( y-x2 ), y(O) = 0 
This gives information about the effect of the global error due to changing the 
coefficient c. The results are listed in Table VIII: 
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TABLE VIII 
ERROR VERSUS COEFFICIENT II 
Coeff. c Error (Euler) Error (RK2) Error (RK3) Error (RK4) 
-1000 0.12500E-6 0.83333E-8 0.16095E-9 0.54101 -11 
-950 0.13158E-6 0.83056E-8 0.15243E-9 0.48677E-ll 
-900 O.l3889E-6 0.82781E-8 O.l4397E-9 0.43554E-ll 
-850 O.l4706E-6 0.82508E-8 O.l3556E-9 0.38729E-l1 
-800 0.15625E-6 0.82237E-8 0.12719E-9 0.34199E-11 
-750 0.16667E-6 0.81967E-8 0.11888E-9 0.29965E-11 
-700 0.17857E-6 0.81699E-8 0.11061E-9 0.26021E-ll 
-650 O.l9231E-6 0.81433E-8 0.10240E-9 0.22364E-11 
-600 0.20833E-6 0.81169E-8 0. 94230E-l 0 0.18996E-11 
-550 0.22727E-6 0.80906E-8 0.86111E-10 0.15909E-11 
-500 0.25000E-6 0.80645E-8 0. 78042E-l 0 0.13105E-11 
-450 0.27778E-6 0.80338E-8 0. 70022E-l 0 0.1 0578E-11 
-400 0.31250E-6 0.80128E-8 0.6205E-IO 0.83267E-12 
-350 0.35714E-6 0.79872E-8 0.54126E-l 0 0.63505E-12 
-300 0.41667E-6 0.79618E-8 0.46251 E-10 0.46430E-12 
-250 0.50000E-6 0.79365E-8 0.38423E-1 0 0.32041 E-12 
-200 0.62500E-6 0.79114E-8 0.30644E-1 0 0.20273E-12 
-150 0.83333E-6 0.78864E-8 0.22914E-10 0.11124E-l2 
-100 0.12500E-5 0.78616E-8 0.15232E-1 0 decreasing 
-50 0.25000E-5 0.78370E-8 0.76000E-11 decreasing 
Notes for the Table VIII: 
a. In Table VHI, RK2 refers to the Modified Euler method. 
b. In Table VIII, RK3 refers to the "Optimal" Runge-Kutta order 3 method. 
c. In Table VIII, RK4 refers to the Classical Runge-Kutta order 4 method. 
d. The results of the initial problem Yo = I is the same as that of Yo = 0 which 
were shown in Table VIII. 
Figure 10 through 12 gives the graphs according to Table VIII: 
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6. ln equation ( 26 ), let n =I, h = 0.000125, c = -1000, X0 = 0, J'n = 0. Then the 
equation is: 
y' = I -1000( y-x ), y(O) = 0 
This gives information about the effect of the global error due to using different cases 
ofthe same order ofRunge-Kutta methods. Results are listed in Tables IX, X and XI: 
TABLE IX 
COMPARING l. ( RUNGE-KUTTA 2) 
Method 
Midpoint method 
RK2 Heun method 






COMPARING I. ( RUNGE-KUTTA 3) 
Method 
RK3 Heun method 
Classical method 
Conte and Reeves method 
Optimal method 







COMPARING I. ( RUNGE-KUTT A 4 ) 
Method Global Error 
Classical method 0.0 
Gill method 0.0 
Merson method 0.0 
Hull and Johnson method 0.0 
Boulton method 0.0 
Optimal method 0.0 
Notes on Table IX through Table XI 
The results of the initial problem Yo = 1 are almost the same as that for y" = 0 
\\·hich were shown in Table XI and Table XI. 
7. In equation ( 26 ), let n = 2, h = 0.000125, c = -1000, x,, = 0, Yo= 0. Then the 
equation Is: 
y' = 2x -1000( y-x2 ), y(O) ~ 0 
:w 
This gives information about the effect of the global error due to using different cases 
of the same order of Runge-Kutta methods. The results are listed in Table XII through 
Table XIV. 
Notes on Table XII through Table XIV 
The results of the initial problem Yn = I are the same as that for Yo = 0 which were 
sho·wn in Table XII and Table XIV. 
TABLE XII 
COMPARING II. ( RUNGE-KUTTA 2) 
Method 
Midpoint method 
RK2 Heun method 






COMPARING II. ( RUNGE-KUTTA 3) 
Method 
RK3 Heun method [ 27 ] 
Classical method 









COMPARING II. ( RUNGE-KUTTA 4) 
Method Global Error 
Classical method 0.54109E-11 
Gill method 0.541 OOE-11 
Merson method Increasing 
Hull and Johnson method Increasing 
Boulton method Increasing 
Optimal method Increasing 
3 RK2 method compaired 
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Figure 13 gives the graphs according to Table XII, and Figure 14 gives the graphs 





























Figure 14. Different Methods Compared II 
Multi-step Methods 
For the initial problem with Yo = 0, the global errors for all multi-step methods of 
order two or greater are all zero when we choose any configurations used above. 
Summary of the Program Results 
1. For the problem ( 26 ), where n = 1, 2, after some iterations the results are the 
same no matter the initial value Yo = 0 or Yo = 1. 
2. Using the multi-step method to solve the differential equation ( 26 ), we can get 
the exact solution if the initial value is Yo = 0. 
3. For the differential equation ( 26 ), for a constant coefficient c, the smaller the 
stepsize h the smaller the global error. 
4. For the differential equation ( 26 ), for a constant stepsize h, the smaller the 
coefficient c the laRKer the global error. 
5. For the differential equation ( 26 ), the midpoint method is the most accurate 
compared to the other two Runge-Kutta order 2 methods used in the program. 
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6. For the differential equation ( 26 ), the "optimal" Runge-Kutta method is the most 
accurate compared to the other three Runge-Kutta order 3 methods used in the program .. 
7. For the differential equation ( 26 ), the classical and Gill methods are the most 
accurate compared to the other five Runge-Kutta order 4 methods used in the program. 
8. For the differential equation ( 26 ), ifn 2': 3 the global errors ofRunge-Kutta 
methods are neither zero nor constant after some iterations. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSES AND DISCUSSION 
Roundoff Error and Truncation Error 
For the equation ( 2) if we use the discretization method 
where <1>( x, y, h) satisfies the Lipschitz condition and is continuous (jointly as a function 
of its three arguments ) in the region defined by x, y, and h, further more if the local 
roundoff error£" under the assumption that jc:"j :S: E, € is a constant, then the accumulated 
roundoff error r" satisfies: [ 7 ] 
jrnl::;; ~EJxn -a), 
h 
( 27) 
Here Lis the Lipschitz constant, EL (x) is the Lipschitz function which is defined as: 




ifL = 0 
We can see that the estimate ( 27) does not depend on the order of the discretization 
method and the total number of iterations N. This indicates that the propagation of 
roundoff error is not related to the discretization error of a method. As we know, for fixed 
x" the maximum global truncation error decreases as the stepsize h decreases, and the 
estimate ( 27 ) also shows that for fixed x" the maximum roundoff error increases ash 
decreases. The latter is reasonable since decreasing h increases the number of steps to 
reach x", so that the accumulated roundoff error is likely to increase. The overall effect is 
that the maximum error will decrease with h until at some value it reaches a minimum, 
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Figure 19 . the Minimum Error as a Function h 
As mentioned above, in this paper we control the stepsize h and avoid it becoming 
too small, so only truncation error will be considered here. 
Analytic Truncation Error 
In Chapter III we were concerned about the equation ( 26 ) 




For reasons of accuracy, we use the posterior estimate method to analyze the 
truncation error of the Runge-Kutta methods of solving equation ( 26 ) In Chapter Ill, we 
know that the only interesting case of the equation ( 26) is for n = l and n =2. Avoiding 
redundancy, we only study the case of n = 2, and the case of n = 1 is simpler than the case 
of n = 2 and the method of the justification is the same. In other words, we only consider 
the ordinary differential equation: 
y' = 2x + c(y- x2 ) , y(O) = Yo , 0 :S x :S 1 ( 29) 
and the solution of the equation ( 29) is: 
Y = YoX" +ecx ( 30) 
The solution ofthe difference equation 




From ( 31 ) we have: 
= A" ( xn 1 - x,_ 2 ) 
== ••• 
and 
x1 = Ax,1 + B = Ax 0 + B = B 
so 
( 33) 
( 33 ) - ( 3 l ) 




12 A -I 
end ofproof 
Global Truncation Error e, for the Euler Method (Runge-Kutta order one ) 
Theorem l. The global truncation errore, of the Euler method for problem ( 29) when 
Yo = l is 
e = ( I + he )e + ( I + he - ech)ecx" - h 2 
nt 1 n ( 34) 




Let k1 = h.f( x,, y,) = h[ c(y,- x~) + 2x,] = hc(y,- x~) + 2x,h ( 35) 
en·]= Y,+]- y(x,.I) = [y, + hf( x,, Y, )] - [(x, +h)2 + ec(x.•hi] 
=y +hc(t.' -x2 )+2xh-x2 -2xh-h2 -echecx• 
n .fn n n n n 
= Y,- X~ + hc(y,- x~)- h 2 - echec-x. 
because 
e, = Y, -y(x,)= Yn -(X~+ ecx") 
( 36) 
Substitute, we can get 
entl= ( 1 +he )(e, + e""'•)- h2 - echecx• 
endofproof 
The local truncation error 1,;. 1ofthe Euler method for the problem ( 29) when 
Yo = 1 is 
( 37) 
The proof of ( 37) is the following: 
T,,_l = [y(xn) + hf( Xn ,y(xn) )] - y(xn-1) 




In problem ( 29 ), if the initial value y(O) = 0, the global truncation error formula 
( 38 ) also holds for the Euler method except 
( 39) 
Global Truncation Error en for Runge-Kutta Methods of Order Two 
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Theorem 2. The global truncation error en for a Runge-Kutta method of order two for 
problem ( 29) when Yo = 1 is 
( h h2 c2 ) ( h h2 C 2 ch) '"' mch 3 e = 1 + c + -- e + l + c + --- e e "- --
n 1 2! II 2f 2 ( 40) 
where his the stepsize, ifN is the total number of iterations ofthe method, then hN = 1 
n 
and x =- = nh 
n N . 
Proof: 
From ( 35 ) we have 
k 1 = hf( xn , Y .. ) = hc(y"- x~) + 2xnh 
k2 = hf(x .. +mh,yn +mkJ = hf( X 11 +mh, Yn + mhc(y.,- x~) +m2xnh) 
=he[( Y .. + mhc(y"- x~) +m2x"h)- (x" +mh)2 ] +2h( x" + mh) 
=he[ y + mhc(y - x2 ) +m2x h- x 2 - m2x h- m2h 2 ] + 2x h + 2mh2 n n n n n n n 
( 41 ) 
e =y -y(x )= [y +ak +bk]-[(x+h)2 +e"-<x.+h)] 
n+ I n+ l n t I n l 2 n 
= Y, + ahc(y,- x;) + a2x,h + b( he+ mh2c2 )(y,- x,:) - bm2 c.N 
+ b2x h + b2mh" - x 2 - 2x h- h2 - eche"""• 
n n n 
= [ 1 + (a+ b )he+ bmh2c2 ](y,- x~) + (2( a+ b) -2]x,h 
+ ( 2bm - 1 )h2 - bm2 ch-' - e"'h ecx, 
h"c·z . -. h3 ( 1 h ( . ) me ch ex 
= + e + -;:;j ) y n - X~ - -- - e e " 
.:... 2 
From ( 36 ) we have: 
2 ' ' ' h3 h c· h"c" ch "" me 
= ( 1 + he + -- )e + ( 1 + he + -- - e )e • -
21 n 2! 2 
endofproof 
The local truncation error T,. 1 for a Runge-Kutta method of order two for the 
problem ( 29 ) is 
T ( I h h2 C 2 ch ) c:t mch' 
= + c+---e e"---
n·l 2! 2 
The proof of ( 42 ) is the following: 
kl = hf( x, 'y(xJ) = h(c(x~ + ecr" - x;) + 2x,] = hcecx· t 2x,h 
k2 = hj( x, +mh, y(x,) + mk1) 
= hj( x, +mh, y(xJ + mhcea" +2mx,h) 
= hf( x +mh X 2 + ecx• + mhcecx" +2mx h) n , n n 
= hf( x, +mh, x; +( 1 + mhc )ecx. +2mx"h) 
= hc[x; + ( 1 + mhc )ecx" +2mx,h- (x, +mhf] + 2h( x, + mh) 
=he( 1 + mhc)ecr• - m2 ch3 + 2x,h + 2mh2 
7~+ 1 = [y(x,)+ak1 +bk2 ] -y(x,, 1) 
= [ x; + ec:r" +ahcecx" + a2 x, h + bhc( 1 + mhc )ecx• 







=X~+ ecx•[J + (a+ b )he+ bmh2c2 ] + (a+ b )2xnh- bmmch3 
+ 2bmh2 - x 2 - 2x h- h 2 - e<"ecx" 
n n 
h2c2 mch 3 ( I + he + -- - ec" )e""" -
2! 2 
h2c" 
e = ( 1 +he+ --)e + T . 
nt l 2 ~ n !It 1 ( 45) 
In the problem of ( 29 ), if the initial value y(O) = 0, the global truncation error 
formula ( 45 ) also holds for a Runge-Kutta order 2 method except 
( 46) 
Global Truncation Error e .. for Runge-Kutta Methods of Order Three 
50 
Theorem 3. The global truncation error en for a Runge-Kutta method of order three for 
problem ( 29 ) when y 11 = 1 is 
( 47) 
where his the stepsize, ifN is the total number of iterations of the method, then hN = I 
n 
and x = -- = nh 
n N . 
Proof 
From ( 35 ) we have 
k, = hf( xn , Yn) = hc(yn- x~) + 2xnh 
From ( 4 1 ) we have 
k2 = hj(x, +mh,yn +mkJ 
k 3 = hf( X11 +nh, Yn +( n-r )k1 +rk2 ) 
= hf ( x +nh v + ( n - r )he( v - x2 ) + ( n - r )2 x h n , .J' ,1 ... n n. n 
+ r( he -t mh2c 2 )(Yn- x,) - rm2 ch 3 + r2xnh + r2mh2 ) 
= hj( xn + nh, Yn + (y"- x~)( nhe + rmh 2c2 ) + n2xnh 
- rm~ ch' + r2mh~) 
= he[J' + ()! - x::)( nhe -t rmh 2c2 ) + n2x h - rm2 ch' t r2mlr~ 
n n n n 
- (xn +nh):; ] + 2h( x, + nh) 
=he( I+ nhe + rmh 2c2 )(y11 - x~) - rm2 c"h~ 
+ h 3c( 2rm - n2 ) + 2x,h + 2nh2 ( 48) 
e = ,. -y(x )= [y +ak +bk +ck )]-[(x +h)2 +ec<x,·h)] 
n·l Jn·l n·l ... n l ~ l 3 n 
= )' + ahe(v - x 2 ) + a2x h + b( he+ mh2c 2 )('-' - x 2 ) n Jn n n ]'n n 
= (y,- x~)[ I + (a+ b + c1 )he+ ( bm + c1n )h2c 2 + c1rmh'c'] 
+ (a+ b + C1 - 1)2xnh + (2bm + 2L"1n- I)h 2 - c1rm:-.c2h4 
From ( 36 ) we have: 
( I h h 2c2 h3c3 ) ( I h h 2c 2 h\·' ch) ex mc 2h'" = + e + -- + -- e + + c + -- + --- e e • - --
2! 31 11 21 3! 6 
endofproof 
The local truncation error T,. 1 for a Runge-Kutta method of order three for the 
51 
problem ( 29 ) is 
The proof of ( 4 7 ) is the following: 
From ( 43 ) and ( 44 )we have 
k1 = h.f( X11 , y(x11 )) = hcecx• + 2xnh 
k:: = hj( xn +mh, y(x,) + mkl) 
= he( 1 + mhc )e"'• - m2 ch" + 2 x, h + 2mh2 
k, = h.f( X 11 + nh, y(xJ + ( n- r )k1 + rk2 ) 
= h.f( x, +nh, x; + e"'"• + ( n- r )hce""• + ( n- r )2x"h 
+ r( he + mh2c2 )ecx" - rm2 ch3 + r2xn h + r2mh2 ) 
= hf( x, + nh, x; + e""'•( 1 + nhe + rmh2c2 ) + n2xnh 
( 49 ) 
-rm2 ch 1 +r2mh2 ) 
= he[x~ + e"x•( nhc + rmh2c2 ) + n2xnh - rm2 ch 1 + r2mh2 
-(xn+nh)2 ] +2h(X11 +nh) 
= he( I + nhc + rmh2c2 )en" - rm2 c 2 h" 
+ h'c( 2rm - n2 ) + 2xnh + 2nh2 
7~. 1 = [y(x11 )+ak1 +bk2 +c1kJ-y(x11 , 1) 
+(a+b+c1 -1)2xnh+(2bm+2c1n-1)h2 -c,rm2 c2h4 
+ h3c( 2c1rm - c1n 2 - bm2 )- e"hecx" 
I,, 133"" ( 1 +he+ -h-e- +-h c )e n -
2 6 





, h2c2 h\·' _. 
e . =' 1 +he+-~-+-- )e + 7 
n·l \ 21 3! n n•l (50) 
Note: 
In the problem of ( 29 ), if the initial value y(O) = 0, the global truncation error 
formula ( 45 ) also holds for a Runge-Kutta order 3 method except 
( 51 ) 
Global Truncation Error en for Runge-Kutta Methods of Order Four 
Theorem 4. The global truncation error en for a Runge-Kutta method of order four for 
problem ( 29 ) when y(O) = 1 is 
h2c2 h3c3 l{'c4 
e = ( 1 + he + -- + -- + -- )e + 
n·l 2! 3! 41 . n 
h4 4 'h' C ch) "'"" nlC +---e e ----
4! 4! 
(52) 
where his the stepsize, ifN is the total number of iterations ofthe method, then hN = 1 
n 
and xn = - = nh. 
N 
Proof 
From ( 35) we have 
k1 = hf( x, , Yn) = hc(y,- x~) + 2x,h 
From ( 41 ) we have 
k2 = hf(x,. +mh,y,. +mkJ 
= (he+ mh2c2 )(y,. - x~) - m2 ch3 + 2x, h + 2mh2 
k3 = hf( x, + nh, y,. + { n- r )k1 + rk2 ) 
=he( 1 +nhe+rrnh2c 2 )(y,- x~) -rm2 c2h4 
+ h3c( 2rrn - n2 ) + 2x,.h + 2nh2 
53 
k,. = h/( x" +ph, Y, + ( p- s- t )k1 + sk~ + tk3 ) 
= h J ( X n + ph, Y n + ( p - S - t )he(y" - X~) + ( p - S - t )2 X 11 h 
+ s( he + mh2c2 )(y, - x~) - sm2 ch' + s2x, h + s2mh2 
+the( 1 + nhe + rmh2c2 )(y,- x~) - trm2 c 2h,. + th'c( 2m1 - n 2 ) 
+ t2x, h + t2nh~ ) 
= hf( x, +ph, y, + (y,- x~)[( p- s- t )he+ s( he+ mh~c2 ) + 
the( l + nhe + rmh2c 2 )] + 2x,h[ p- s- t + s + t] + [2trm - tn~­
sm2]h3c + ( t2n + 2sm )h2 - trm2 c2h,.) 
= hf( x, +ph, Yn + (y,- x~)[ phe + ( sm + tn )h2c2 + trmh\..3] + 2x,.h p 
+ [2trm - tn2 - sm2 ]h3c + ( t2n + 2sm )h2 - trm2 c 2h4 ) 
= hc{y, + (y"- x~)[ phe + ( sm + tn )h2c2 + trmh3c'] + 2x,h p 
+ [2trm - tn2 - sm2 ]h'c + ( t2n + 2sm )h2 - trm2 c2h 4 - (x, +hpy} 
+ 2h( xn +ph) 
=he[ 1 + phc + ( sm + tn )h2c2 + trmh 3c 3 ](Yn - x~) 
+ c2h''(2trm - tn2 - sm2 + h'c( t2n + 2sm- p 2 ) 
- trm2 c3h5 + 2X11 h + 2ph2 
en·l = Yn+l- y(xn·l) 
= [y, + akl + bk2 + clk3 + dk,.]- [(x, +h)2 + ec(x.·h)l 
= Yn +ahc(yn- x~) + a2x11 h + b( he+ mh2c2 )(Yn- x~) - bm2 ch' 
+ b2x,h + b2mh2 + c1he( 1 + nhc + rmh2c 2 )(y,- x~) - c\rm2 c2h4 
+ c1h 3c( 2rm - n 2 ) + c12x,h + L\2nh2 + dhc[ 1 + phc 
+ (sm + tn )h2c 2 + trmh3c 3 ](y,- x,~) + dc2h4 (2trm - tn2 - sm2 ) 
+ dh 3c( t2n + 2sm- p 2 )- dtrm2 c3h 5 + d2x,h + d2ph2 
= (y, - x~){ 1 +(a+ b + c1 + d)he + (bm + c1n +dp)h2c2 + [c1rm 
+ d(sm + tn )]h3c3 + dtrmh4c4 } + (a+ b + c1 + d- 1)2x,h 




From ( 36 ) we have: 
h .:',) h1,,3 h-t -t "h' ( h '-' '-' c ch) n nu.: . l + c+--- +-- +---e e·· ----
21 3! 4! 41 
endofproof 
The local truncation error 7,:+ 1 for a Runge-Kutta order 4 method for the problem 
( 29) is 
h2 c:·c h ",.' h4 4 'h' T -- I h '-' c ch) C:\'• me 
In· I ( + C+--+-- f --- e e - ---
2! 3! 4! 4! 
The proof of ( 53 ) is the following: 
From ( 43 ) and ( 44 )we have 
ki = hf( xn 'y(xn)) = hce""• + 2xnh 
k2 = hf( xn +mh, y(x,) + mkl) 
=he( I + mhc)e''• - me. ch 3 + 2x, h + 2mh2 
k 1 = h f ( X n + nh, y( X n ) + ( 0 - r ) k 1 + r k 2 ) 
=he( l + nhc + rmh 2c 2 )e""• - rm2 c2h4 
+ h 3c( 2rm - 112 ) -t 2x,h + 2nh2 
k_. = hf( xn +ph,y(xJ+(p-s-t)kl +sk2 +tk3) 
= h/( Xn +ph, X~ +ecx" +(p-S-t)hcecx" +(p-S-t)2X,h 
+ s( he + mh2c2 )ecx" - sm2 ch3 + s2x, h + s2mh2 
+ the( 1 + nhc + rmh2 c2 )e""'• - trm2 c2 h4 + th3 c( 2rm - n2 ) 
( 53 ) 
+ t2x" h + t2nh2 ) 
= h j ( X 11 + ph, x; + ecx" [ l + ( p - S - t )he + S( he + mh2 C2 ) + 
the( l + nhe + rmh 2c2 )] + 2x,h[ p- s- t + s + t] + [2trm - tn2 -
sm2 ]h3 c + ( t2n + 2sm )h2 - trm2 c2 h4 ) 
= hf( XII +ph, xn + e"'"•[ 1 + phc + ( sm + tn )h2c2 + trmh 3c 1 ] + 2x,h p 
+ [2trm - tn2 - sm2 ]h'c + ( t2n + 2sm )h2 - trm2 c 2h4 ) 
= hc{x, +en:"[ phc + ( sm + tn )h 2c2 + trmh 3c 1 ] + 2x,h p 
+ [2trm - tn 2 - sm2 ]h1c + ( t2n + 2sm )h2 - trm2 c2h 1 - (x, +hp)c.} 
+ 2h( xn +ph) 
=he[ 1 + phe + ( sm + tn )h2c2 + trmh'c']e""· + c"'h4 (2trm - tn2 - sm2 ) 
+ h 3c( t2n + 2sm- p 2 )- trm2 c'Hi + 2x11 h + 2ph2 
~~-~ = [y(xJ + ak1 + bk2 + c1k3 + dk_.]- [(x, +hr + ecix.·h)] 
So: 
+ b2xnh + b2mh2 + c1hc( 1 + nhc + rmh2c 2 )ecx" - c1rm2 c2h 4 
+ c1h 3c( 2rm - n 2 ) + (\2X11 h + c12nh;o_ + dhc[ 1 + phc 
+ (sm + tn )h2c 2 + trmh3c 3 ]ec..Y. + dc2h\2trm - tn 2 - sm2 ) 
+ dh 3c( t2n + 2sm- p 2 )- dtrm 2 c'h' + d2x11 h + d2ph 2 
= ec.•. { 1 +(a+ b + c1 + d)hc + (bm + c1n +dp)h2c2 + [c1rm 
+ d(sm + tn )]h3c 3 + dtrmh4c4 } + (a+ b + c1 + d- 1)2xn h 
+ ( 2c,rm - c1n 2 - bm2 + dt2n + d2sm- dp2 )ch 1 
+ (b2m + c12n + d2p - 1 )h2 + c 2 h4 (2dtrm - dtn2 - dsm2 - c1 r m2 ) 
4! 
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1 1 h4 4 
' ' 3 3 e e = ( I +he+ -h-e- +-he + --)e + T n~ 1 2 6 24 n n• 1 . (54) 
Note: 
In the problem of( 29 ). if the initial value y(O) == 0, the global truncation error for 
formula ( 45) also holds for a Runge-Kutta order 4 method except 
(55) 
Global Error Analysis for Chapter III 
If c < 0 and lei is large enough, ecr" can be considered as almost zero after some 
iterations. So, from formulas ( 34 ). ( 40 ), ( 47 ), (52) we can deduce that the global 
error for problem ( 29) when Yo = 0 is approximately the same as when Yo = 1. 
For simplicity we only consider the initial value problem ( 29) and assume Yo = 0. 
a. Euler method: 
According to ( 32) and ( 38) the global error is 
-h2[{l +hct -1] -h[{l +he)" -1] 
e = = --=------~ 
n k C 





b. Runge-Kutta method of order two: 
According to ( 32) and ( 45) the global error is 
57 
5& 
If II +he + h;' < I and n is large enough we can say (I+ he+ h;' J is almost zero. So 
mh" 
e" = 2 +he ( S 7 ) 
c. Runge-Kutta method of order three: 
According to ( 32 ) and ( 50) the global error is 
mch 3 [( h~c2 h'c' }" l 
- 1 +he+ + -1 
6 2 6 
If 1 +he+ h 2c2- + h 3c1 < 1 and n is large enough we can say (1 +he+ h 2c2 + h"c 1 )" Is 
2 6 2 6 
almost zero. So 
meh 1 
d. Runge-Kutta method of order four: 





en. == ..... ..,. ~ ' 24 + l2hc + 4h" c- + h c 
(59) 
Using formula (56), (57), (58) and ( 59) we can get results which are listed in 
Table V, Table VI, and Table VIII of Chapter III. 
"Parallel" Parabolas Property 
In problem ( 29 ), using a Runge-Kutta method of order 4 if we require 
Y1 =Yo+ x: 
we can get 
59 
1 1 1 mc3h5 
where A = he + - h2 c2 + - h3 ~ + - h4 C4 and -- is the local truncation error when 
2 3! 4! 4! 
y(O) = 0. It can be shown in Figure 16. 
y=x/\2 
Figure 16. "Parallel" Parabolas 
Proof: 
The exact solution of problem ( 29 ) is 
Let x = nh , n = 0, 1, 2, 3, ••. , then x. = h. 
" . 
from equation ( 53 ), we have 




y1 = y( x, ) + e, 
mc3h~ 
= y e'"h + h2 + v ( 1 + ~ ) - -- - v c'h 
o -o 4 ! -o 
Because 
Y, = Y + X,1 = V + h' 
• . . 0 . • 0 
From ( 62 ) we have 
? 2 /11(~~ 
Y +h =h +y(l+~)---
0 0 4! 
I nu·~h' 
v =---
• 0 ~ 4 ~ 
If n = 2, we have: 
? "' nu·3h\ ·h ,,. 
= (y. - .r. )( 1 + Ll ) - -·-- y e' e 
.. 4! . 0 
So, 
/11('3 h5 ,, .• 
= ( y0 l'7r" + 4h7 ) + y ( 1 + ~ ) -- -- y e 
. 0 4! . 0 
= 4h2 + Yo= X~+ Yo 
It is true. 
Asume n = N is true. 
For n = N + 1, 
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- (I+ A ) (. ("h;-V•:i 
- y u ---- y e 
. 0 4! . 0 
So, 
It is true. 
End ofproof 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
For the ordinary differential equation 
y' = nX 11 I - C( y - X 11 ), y(O) = 0, ( n = 1' 2 ) ( 63 ) 
using Runge-Kutta methods of order two or greater the global error is a constant after 
some iterations. The exact solution of this problem is y(x) = x", and the Adams methods 
of order two or greater give the exact solution. The purpose of this thesis is to try to find 
out the reasons why Runge-Kutta methods do not solve this polynomial problem exactly. 
Like Adams methods, Runge-Kutta methods are based on the Taylor series, and Taylor 
series are polynomials. Why are the global truncation errors of Runge-Kutta methods of 
solving this problem constant and nonzero after some iterations? 
In the previous chapters, attempts were made to check and compare the results of 
problem ( 63 ) when we change some parameters: the coefficient c, the stepsize h, the 
initial value y,,. The results showed that for problem ( 63 ), if n = 2 , and y" = 0 whatever 
we choose for the different values of the step size h and the coefticient c we could not get 
the exact solutions by using the Runge-Kutta methods of order two or above although it is 
a polynomial problem y(x) = x". The results also showed that no matter whether the 
initial value y,) is equal to 0 or 1, after some iterations the numerical solutions of Runge-
Kutta problems were approximately the same. Furthermore the results showed that no 
matter what values of the parameters you choose, the global truncation error of Runge-
Kutta methods is a constant. 
Using the posterior estimate method we got the global error estimate formula 
63 
;·I h'c' (J.I h'c' ch) """ nlC1-Ih;·l 
en-!= enL:-.-, + :L -~-e e --<-._-1-)'-
, cO [ · 1 () f • ./ • 
where j is the order of Runge-Kutta methods and 0! = 1. In Chapter IV, we only justified 
the formula for j = 1, 2, 3, 4; can we prove the above formula is also true for j greater than 
4? 
Another area of further work is can we find some inner relationship between the 
constant global error for some specific problems using Runge-Kutta methods and the 
problem itself, that is, for a specific problem do you know the global error of the problem 
is a constant or not after some iterations before you actually solve it') 
The FORTRAN code in this thesis is used only to solve the problem ( 63 ). For 
further study on other problems rather than ( 63 ), the user can change some statements in 
the subroutine DISPLAY and functions G and FUNC. 
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PROGRAM FOR SINGLE-STEP METHODS 









C-- Where cis a constant and YO is a initial value of the ODE. 
C--
C-- We use two numerical methods to solve the problem: 
C -- l. The single-step method. 
C-- 2. The multi-step method. 
C--
C-- Subroutines and Functions of the program: 
C-- l. AUTO 
C-- This subroutine is used to control test data. It calls the 
C-- subroutine ATSTEP to get the data when stcpsizc h changes. 
C -- It calls the subroutine A TMETH to get the data when using 
C -- different Runge-Kutta methods. The data are used for the 
C-- thesis. All the parameters will be changed automatically. 
C-- 2. MAINPA 
C -- Unlike AUTO you can choose parameters by yourself using this 
C-- subroutine. It calls the subroutine SELEF to let you select 
C-- different initial value problem: the subroutine SELEC to 
C -- let you select the coefficent C the subroutine SELEYO to 
C-- let you select initial value YO: the subroutine SELini to 
C-- let you select interval values: the subroutine SELEH to let 
C-- you select the stepsize h. You must select all the parameters. 
C-- 3. SELECT 
C-- This subroutine like the subroutine MAINPA It can call 
C-- subroutine SELEF. SELEC SELEYO, SELini and SELEH. 
C -- But it only changes one or none of above parameters. 
C-- 4. SINGLE 
C-- This subroutine is also a controlling routine. It calls one of 
C-- subroutines EULER RUNGE2. RUNGE3 and RUNGE4 to solve the 
C-- initial value problem. 
C-- 5. l\1UL TY 
C-- This subroutine is also a controlling routine. It calls one of 
C-- subroutines ADAMS2, ADAMS3. ADAMS4. ADAMS5 and ADAMS6 to solve 
C-- the initial value problem. 
C-- 6. APPEAR 
C-- It writes the title before a group of data. Such as numerical 
C-- method used. the value of stepsize hand the initial value 
C-- problem. 
C-- 7. RK2PAR 
C-- It is called by RUNGE2 for the purpose of selecting one 
C-- specific method of Runge-Kutta method of order two. 
C- 8. RK1PAR 
C-- It is called by RUNGE3 for the purpose of selecting one 
C-- specific method of Runge-Kutta method of order three. 
C-- 9. RK4PAR 
C-- It is called by RUNGE4 for the purpose of selecting one 
C-- specific method of Runge-Kutta method of order four. 
C-- 10. RK2PP 
70 
C -- It is called by RUNGE2 for the purpose of selecting Runge-
C-- Kutta method of order two automatically. 







It is called by RUNGE3 for the purpose of selecting Runge-
Kutta method of order three automatically. 
12. RK4PP 
It is called by RUNGE4 for the purpose of selecting Rungc-
Kutta method of order four automatically. 
13. Function G 
C -- It is the exact solution of the initial value problem. 
C-- 14. Function FUNC 
C-- It is the initial value problem. 
C--
C--
IMPLICIT REAL *S(A-H.O-Z) 






DO 200 17= 1 .300 
PRINT *.'PLEASE CHOOSE THE FOLLOWING:' 
PRINT * .'1. SINGL-STEP METHOD' 
PRINT *.'2. MULTY-STEP METHOD' 
PRINT * .'3. QUIT' 
PRINT *.'Just press key l or 2 or 3 to selecte the menu' 
READ *.NUMBER 
GO TO (7770.7771,7772). NUMBER 
7770 IF(IFLAG.EQ.l) THEN 
CALL SELECT( C. YO.I Ll2.II.NN.H.ITER.NUM) 
END IF 
CALL SINGLE( C. YO.IUI.NN.HJTER.NUM) 
!FLAG= I 
GOTO 200 
7771 IF(IFLAG EQ.l) THEN 
CALL SELECT(C. YOJ l.I2.ILNN.H.ITER.NlJM) 
END IF 
CALL MUL TY(C. YO .I l.II.NN.H.ITER.NUM) 
IFLAG=l 
GOT0200 






C- Subroutine SINGLE 
C- It calls different single-step method to solve the 




SUBROUTINE SINGLE( C. YO ,II JI.NN.H.ITER.NUM) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H.O-Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION I l 
INTEGER NUMBER. II 
DO 300 I==UOO 
PRINT* 
PRINT *.'Please choose from the following:' 
PRINT *.'1. EULER method.' 
PRINT * .'2. Runge Kutter second order method.' 
PRINT *.'3. Runge Kutter third order method.' 
PRINT *.'4. Runge Kutter fourth order method' 
PRINT *.'5. Return to the previous menu.' 
PRINT *.'6. Quit' 
PRINT* 
PRINT *.'Which number do you choose'J' 
READ *.NUMBER 
GO TO (7773.7774.7775.7776.7777.7778). NUMBER 
7773 PRINT *.'Now you choose the first method.' 
CALL EULER(C.YOJ 1 JI.NN.H.ITER.NUM) 
GOTO 300 
7774 PRINT *.'Now you choose the second method.' 
CALL RUNGE2(C.YOJLILNN.HJTER.NUM.O.l) 
GOTO 300 
7775 PRINT *.'Now you choose the third method.' 
CALL RUNGE3(C. YO,I I JLNN.H.ITER.NUM.O.I) 
GOTO 300 















C-- EULER integrates the differential equation y'==f(x..y). The formula 
C-- of this numerical method is: 
C-- Yn+l = Yn + hf(Xn.Yn) 
C-- Where YO==Y(Il). The interval is X==II to X==l2 and total ITER== 
C-- (12-I I )/h steps. 
C--
IMPLICIT REAL *8(A-H,O-Z) 












GO TO 411 
ENDIF 














C -- This is the second order Runge-Kutta method. The formula of this 
C-- numerical method is: 
C-- Yn+l = Yn + aKI + bK2 
C-- Kl=hf(Xn,Yn) 
C-- K2=hf(Xn+mh,Yn+mKI) 
C-- here a=(2m-l)/(2m). b=l/(2m) 
C-- and YO=Y(Il). The interval is X=II to X=I2 and total ITER= 
C -- (12-11 )/h steps. 
C--
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H.O-Z) 



































C -- This is the third order Runge-Kutta method. The formula of this 
C -- numerical method is: 
C-- Yn+l = Yn + aKl + bK2 + clK3 
C-- Kl=hf(Xn,Yn) 
C-- K2=hf(Xn+mh.Yn+mKl) 
C -- K3=hf( Xn+nh. Y n+(n-r)K l+rK2) 
C-- here r=n(m-n)/m(3m-2) 
C -- a=(6rnn-3m-3n+2)/(6mn) 
C-- b=(3n-2)/[6m(n-m)) 
C-- c1=(2-3m)/[6n(n-rn)) 
C-- and YO=Y(Il). The interval is X=Il to X=I2 and total ITER= 
C-- (12-11)/h steps. 
C--
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H.O-Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION ILM.N.KLK2.K3 
INTEGER ITER.NUM.II 










DO 600 I=IJTER 
K1=H*F(Xl,Yl) 
K2=H*F(X 1 +M*H, Y l +M*K 1) 
K3=H*F(Xl+N*H.YI+PI *Kl+R*K2) 
Xl=Xl+H 
Y2= Y 1 +A *K l +B*K2+C 1 *K3 













C- Subroutine RUNGE~ 
C************************************************************ 
C--
SUBROUTINE RUNGE4(C. YO. I l.II.NN.H.ITER.NUM.IFLAG.IREP) 
C--
C-- This is the third order Runge-Kutta method. The fommla of this 
C-- numerical method is: 
C-- Yn+l = Yn + aKI + bK2 + c!K3 +dK4 
C-- Kl=hf(Xn.Yn) 
C-- K2=hf(Xn+mh.Yn+mKl) 
C -- K3=hf(Xn+nh. Y n+(n-r)K 1 +rK2) 
C-- K4=hf(Xn+ph.Yn+(p-s-t)Kl +sK2+tK3) 
C-- here r=n(m-n)/2m(2m-1) 
C-- s=( I-m)(rn-4n*n+5n-2)/[2m(n-m)(6mn-4m-4n+ 3 )) 
C-- t=( 1-2m)( l-m)(l-n)/{n(n-m)(6mn-4m-4n+ 1 ll 
C-- a=(6mn-2m-2n+ 1)/( 12mn) 
C-- b=(2n-l)/[l2m(n-m)(l-m)) 
C -- c=(2m-1 )/[ l2n(n-m)(l-n)) 
C -- d=(6mn-4m-4n+ 3 )/[ 12( 1-rn)( 1-n)) 
C -- and YO=Y(Il ). The interval is X=Il to X=I2 and total ITER= 
C -- (12-1 I )/h steps. 
C--
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H.0-Z) 


































C- Subroutine MUL TY 
C- It calls different multi-step method to sol\'e the 




IMPLICIT REAL *8(A-H.O-Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION I I 
INTEGER NUMBER.II 
PRINT *.'We use Adams-Bashfourth formula to solve the problem.' 
PRINT *.'The formula is following:' 
PRINT*.' Yn+l = Yn + h(BOfn + Blfn-1 + ---- + Bkfn-k)' 
PRINT * .' Where k stand for the steps.' 
oo 750 I~uoo 
PRINT *.'Please choose from the following:' 
PRINT *.'I. Two steps method.' 
PRINT *.'2. Three steps method.' 
PRINT *.'3. Four steps method.' 
PRINT *.'4. Five steps method.' 
PRINT *.'5. Six steps method.' 
PRINT * .'6. Return to the previous menu.' 
PRINT * .'7. Quit' 
PRINT* 
PRINT *.'Enter number =.=c===>' 
READ *.NUMBER 
GO TO ( 7779. 7780.7781.7782.7783.778·+.7785). NUMBER 
7779 PRINT *.'Now you choose the two steps method.' 
CALL ADAMS2(C.YOJ1JI,NN,HJTER,NUM) 
GOT0750 
7780 PRINT *.'Now you choose the three steps method.' 
CALL ADAMS3(C.YO.ll.ILNN.HJTER.NUMl 
GOT0750 
7781 PRINT *.'Now you choose the four steps method.' 
CALL ADAMS4(C, YO.l ULNN,HJTER.NUM) 
GOTO 750 
7782 PRINT *,'Now you choose the five steps method' 
CALL ADAMSS(C.YO,Il,li,NN,H,ITER.NUM) 
GOT0750 
















C-- It integrates the differential equation y'"'"f(x.y). The formula 
C-- of this numerical method is: 
C-- Yn+l = Yn + h(3fn- fn-1)/2 
C-- Where YO=Y(Jl) The interval is X=ll to X=I2 and total ITER= 
C -- (12-11 )/h steps. 
C--
IMPLICIT REAL *8(A-H.O-Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION 11 
fNTEGER ITERNUM.II 
F(X.Y)=FUNC(C.X.Y.ILNN) 
PRINT*.' The formula ofthis method is:' 
PRINT*.' Yn+l = Yn + h(3fn- fn-1)12' 




Y2 =G(C.X2.II.NN. YO) 
FFI=F(Xl.Yl) 




IF(DABS(Y3-Y2) GT.999999999) THEN 
CALL MASSAG 
GO TO 781 
ENDIF 
IF(MOD(l-l.NUM).EQ.O. OR .I.LE.8.or.I.EQ.lTER) THEN 














C-- It integrates the differential equation y'=f(x,y). The formula 
77 
C -- of this numerical method is: 
C-- Yn+l = Yn + h(2lfn- 16fn-l +Sfn-2)/12 
C-- Where YO=Y(ll). The interval is X=! I to X=l2 and total ITER"' 
C -- (12-Il )/h steps. 
C--
IMPLICIT REAL *8{A-H.O-Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION ILX(Ul.Y(IA).ff(Ul 
INTEGER ITER.NUM.ll 
f(XXYY)=FUNC(C.XX.YY.ILNN) 
PRINT*.' The formula of this method is:' 
PRINT*.' Yn+l = Yn + h(23fn- 16fn-l -'-5fn-2)112' 
CALL APPEAR(6.H.NN.C.ILYO) 
X( 1 )=II 
Y(l)=YO 
DO 5560 J=23 
X(J)=X(J-I)+H 
Y(J)=G(C.X(J).Il.NN.YO) 
FF(J-1 )=F(X(J-1 ). Y (J -I) l 
5:'60 CONTINUE 
DO 800 l=·.UTER 
FF(3 )=f(X(3 ).Y(l}) 
X(3)=X(3)+H 
Y(4 )=Y(3 )+H*(2.HlDO*FF(3 )-16 ODO*FF(2)+5 ODO*FF( I))/ I 2.000 




IF(MOD(I-I.NUM).EQ 0. OR ILE.9.0R.I.EQ ITER) THEN 
CALL PRINT(!-3.ILC.X(:l).Y(4).NN Yr)) 
ENDIF 









C- Subroutine ADAMS4 
C************************************************************ 
C--
SUBROUTINE ADAMS4(C. YO .I UI.NN.HJTER.NUM) 
C--
C-- It integrates the differential equation y'=f(x.y). The formula 
C -- of this numerical method is: 
C-- Yn+l = Yn + h(55fn- 59fn-l + 37fn-2- 9fn-3)/24 
C-- Where YO=Y(Il). The interval is X=Il to X=I2 and total ITER= 
C-- (12-Il)/h steps. 
C--
IMPLICIT REAL *8(A-H.0-Z) 




PRINT * .' The formula of this method is:' 




DO 5561 J=2A 
X(J)=X(J-1 )+H 
Y(J)=G(C.X(J).ll,NN. YO) 
FF(J-1 )=F(X(J-1 ). Y (J-1 )) 
5561 CONTINUE 
DO 850 I=5JTER 
FF(4)=F(X(4).Y(..J)) 
X(..J)=X(4)+H 


















C- Subroutine ADAMS5 
C************************************************************ 
C--
SUBROUTINE ADAMS5(C.YOJ I JLNN.H.ITER.NUM) 
C--
C-- It integrates the differential equation y'=f(x.y). The fommla 
C-- of this numerical method is: 
C-- Yn+l = Yn + h(l90Ifn- 2774fn-l + 2616fn-2- 1274fn-3 
C-- +25lfn-4)/720 
C-- Where YO=Y(l1). The interval is X=II to X=I2 and total ITER-= 
C-- (12-Il)/h steps. 
C--
IMPLICIT REAL *8(A-H,O-Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION ll,X(l :5).Y( I :6),FF( I :5) 
INTEGER ITER.NUM.II 
F(XX. YY)=FUNC(C,XX. YY ,Il,NN) 
PRINT * ,' The formula of this method is:' 






DO 5562 1=2.5 
X(J)=X(J-1)+H 
Y(J)=G(C.X{J).II.NN.YO) 
FF(J-l)=F(X(J-1 ).Y(J-1 )) 
5562 CONTINUE 
DO 900 1=6JTER 
FF(5)=F(X(5).Y(5)) 
X(5)=X(5)+H 
Y(6)=Y(5)+H*( 190 l.ODO*FF(5)-277HlDO*FF( 4 )+ 26l6.0DO*FF(3)-





IF(MOD(I-l.NUM).EQ.O. OR .I.LE.ll.OR.I.EQ.ITER) THEN 
CALL PRINT(I-5.1I.C.X(5).Y(6).NN. YO) 
ENDIF 














C-- It integrates the differential equation y'=f(x.y). The formula 
C -- of this numerical method is: 
C-- Yn+l = Yn + h(4277fn- 7923fn-l + 9982fn-2- 7298fn-3 
C-- +2877fn-4- 475fn-5)11440 
C-- Where YO=Y(Il). The interval is X=II to X=I2 and total ITER= 
C-- (12-ll)/h steps. 
C--
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,O-Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION II.X(l:6),Y(I:7).FF(l:6) 
INTEGER ITER.NUM.II 
F(XX.YY)=FUNC(C.XX.YY,II,NN) 
PRINT*.' The formula of this method is:' 
PRINT *,'Yn+l = Yn + h(4277fn- 7923fn-l + 9982fn-2 -7298fn-3 








FF(J-1 )=F(X(J-1 ), Y (J-1)) 
5550 CONTINUE 
DO 999 I=7.ITER 
FF(6)=F(X(6),Y(6)) 
X(6)=X(6)+H 






IF(MOD(I-l.NUM).EQ.O. OR .I.LE.l2.0R.l.EQ.ITER) THEN 
CALL PRINT(ULC.X(6).Y(7),NNSO) 
ENDIF 









C- Subroutine SELEH 




SUBROUTINE SELEH(ll J2.HJTER,NUM) 
DOUBLE PRECISION IU2.H 
INTEGER ITER 
PRINT *.'Please input the stepsize h.' 
READ *,H 
ITER= (12-11 )IH+ I 
NUM=O.l *ITER 
PRINT* 
PRINT*.' The stepsize you choose is h='.h 





C- Function G 
C************************************************************ 
C--





















DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION FUNC(CX.YJLNN) 
IMPLICIT REAL *8(A-H.0-Z) 
INTEGER 1I 
IF(II.EQ.l) THEN 
FUNC=2.0DO*X +C*(2.0DO+ X*X)-C*Y 
ELSEIF(TI.EQ.2) THEN 









C- Subroutine PRINT 
C- It writes data into the output file 
C************************************************************ 
C--













C- Subroutine MASSAG 






333 FORMAT(2X.'ERRORS ARE GROWING EXPONERNIALLY --OVERFLOW WILL 
C--




C- Subroutine MAINP A 





IMPLICIT REAL *8(A-H.0-Z) 









C- Subroutine SELECT 
C************************************************************ 
C--
SUBROUTINE SELECT(C.YO.I I.I2.II.NN.H.ITER.NUM) 
IMPLICIT REAL *8(A-H.O-Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION I 1.12 
CHARACTER CHOICE*2 
PRINT* 
12-tO PRINT*.' Please select following:' 
PRINT * .' l. Changing function.' 
PRINT *.' 2. Changing coefficient c.' 
PRINT*.' 3. Changing initial value YO' 
PRINT*.'-+. Changing the intenal II and 12.' 
PRINT*.' 5. Changing stepsize H.' 
PRINT * .' 6. Nothing to change.' 
READ *.NUMBER 
GO TO (1234.l235.I236.1237.123!U2-+2).NUMBER 
12:1-t CALL SELEF(II.NN) 
GOTO 1239 
1235 CALL SELEC(C) 
GOTO 1239 
1236 CALL SELEYO(YO) 
GOTO 1239 
1237 CALL SELINI(IU2) 
GOTO 1239 
1238 CALL SELEH(IL12.HJTERNUM) 
1239 PRINT* 
PRINT *.'Do you want to do more changes?' 
83 
PRINT *.'lfyes press Y. otherwise press N' 
READ(* .1241 )CHOICE 
1241 FORMAT(A2) 











PRINT *.'THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION IS OF THE FORM:' 
PRINT*.'!. dy/dx=2X+C(2+X*X)-CY' 
PRINT *.'2 dy/dx=l+C(Y-X)' 
PRINT * .'3. dy/dx=4X**3+C(Y -X**4 )' 
PRINT *.'4. dy/dx=nX**(n-l)+C(Y-X**n)' 
PRINT*.' Y(O)=YO' 
PRINT*.' WHICH FUNCTION DO YOU CHOOSE===='-">' 
READ *.II 
PRINT*.' NOW YOU CHOOSE' Jl 
IF(Il.EQA) THEN 











DOUBLE PRECISION C 
PRINT* 
PRINT *.'PLEASE INPUT THE VALUE OF THE CONSTANT C:' 
READ *.C 








DOUBLE PRECISION YO 
C--
PRINT* 
PRINT *.'PLEASE INPUT THE VALUE OF THE INITJAL VALUE YO:' 
READ *.YO 








DOUBLE PRECISION Il.l2 
PRINT* 




PRINT *.'The independent Yaribale xis between'.! I.' AND '.12 
IF(ll.GE.I2) THEN 
PRINT *.'Left endpoint of the intef\al is great or equal to the right.' 






C- Subroutine APPEAR 
(************************************************************ 
C--
SUBROUTINE APPEAR(NUM H.NN.C.JI.YO) 
IMPLICIT REAL *8(A-H.0-Z) 
WRITE(lll.*) 
WRITE(! I L *) 
IF(NUM EQ.l) THEN 
WRITE(III. *)'This is Euler method.' 
ELSEIF(NUM.EQ 2) THEN 
WRITE( Ill. *)'This is Runge-Kutra order 2 method.' 
ELESIF(NUM.EQ.3) THEN 
WRITE( lll. *)'This is Runge-Kuna order 3 method.' 
ELSETF(1'.'1JM.EQA) THEN 
WRITE( Ill. *)'This is Runge-Kutta order .t method.' 
ELESIF(NUM.EQ.5) THEN 
WRITE( lll. *}'This is Adams2 method.' 
ELSEIF(NUM.EQ.6) THEN 
WRITE( Ill. *)'This is Adams3 method.' 
ELSEIF(NUM EQ. 7) THEN 
WRITE( Ill. *)'This is Adams4 method.' 
ELSEIF(NUM.EQ.8) THEN 
WRITE( Ill. *)'This is Adams5 method.' 
ELSEIF(NUM.EQ.9) THEN 
WRITE(lll. *)'This is Adams6 method.' 
85 
ENDIF 










H46 FORMAT(IX,'Function is: dy/dx=2x+('.F7.1.')*(2+x*x)-'.F7.1. 
+ '*y'.F3.l) 
4H7 FORMAT(lX.'Function is: dy/dx=l+(.F7. l.')*(y-x). yO='.F3.1) 
H48 FORMAT(IX.'Function is: dy/dx=4x**3+('.F7 .I. ')*(y-x**4 ). yO=' 
+ .F3.l) 
4449 FORMAT(IX.'Function is: dy/dx='.I2.'*x**'J2.'+('.F7.1. 
+ ')*(y-x**'.i2.'). yO=',F3.l) 
WRITE( II 1.21) 
21 FORMAT(4X.'ITER'.5X,'X'.IIX.'NUMER!CAL VALUE'.l5X. 










IMPLICIT REAL *8(A-H.O-Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION M 
PRINT *.'The formula of the second order Runge-Kutta method is:' 
PRINT*.' Yn+I = Yn + aKl + bK2' 
PRINT*.' Kl=hf(Xn.Yn)' 
PRINT*.' K2=hf(Xn+mh.Yn+mKl)' 
PRINT*.' here a=(2m-l)/(2m). b=l/(2m)' 
PRINT *,' This is a one parameter family method. If m= I this will' 
PRINT*.' gives well-known modified Euler method.' 
PRINT* 
















DOUBLE PRECISION M.N 
540 PRINT *.'The formula of the third order Rungc-Kutta method is' 








PRINT*.' This is a two parameter family method.' 
PRINT*.' 1. Ifm=n=2/3. then' 
PRINT*.' a=l/4: b=(Jr-l)/(4r): cl=ll(4r)' 
PRINT * .' where if r= 1/3 it is Heun third order formula' 
PRINT *.' 2. Heun third order formula.' 
PRINT*.' 3. Ifm=2/3 and n=O.O. then' 
PRINT*.' a=(r-l)/(4r): b=3/4: cl=l/(4r)' 
PRINT*.' 4. You choose any pair ofm.n' 
PRINT*.' 5. You choose m=l/2. n=l' 
PRINT * .' Which do you choose'>' 
PRINT* 
READ *.NUMBER 
GO TO (2220.2221.2222.2223.2224 ).NUMBER 
2220 PRINT* 
PRINT *.'m=2/3: n=2/3: a=l/4: b=(3r-l)/(4r): cl=l/(4r)' 
PRINT*.' 1fr=l/3.it is Heun third order formaular' 
PRINT*.' Now please choose the parameter r.' 
2228 READ * .R 
IF(R.EQ.O.O) THEN 
PRINT*.' You could not chooser= 0. Please choose it again.' 
GOTO 2228 
END IF 









2222 PRINT *.'m=2/3: n=O; a=(r-l)/(4*r); b=3/4: cl=l/(4r)' 
PRINT *.' so you will choose the parameter r.' 
2227 READ * ,R 
IF(R.EQ.O.O) THEN 











PRINT *.'Plc<tse choose the parameter m.n' 
READ *.M.N 








lf(TEMPI.EQ.O.ODO .OR. TEMP2 EQ 0 ODO .OR TEMP3 EQ.O.O .OR. 
+ TEMP.J..EQ 0.0) THEN 
PRJ NT * .' You could not choose that pair. Please choose 
+- it again.' 





C I =(2.000-3 .ODO*M)/TEMP-+ 



















DOUBLE PRECISION M.N 
6.t0 PRINT *.'The formula of the fourth order Rungc-Kutta method is:' 
PRINT*.' Yn+ I= Yn + aKI + bK2 +c!Kl + dK.t' 
PRINT*.' Kl=hf(Xn.Yn)' 
PRINT*.' K2=hf(Xn+mh,Yn+mKI)' 
PRJNT *.' K3=hf(Xn+nh.Yn+(n-r)KI ~rK2)' 
PRINT * .' K4=hf(Xn+ph. Yn+(p-s-t)K l +sK2+tK3 )' 
PRINT*.' here r=n(m-n)/2m(2m-l)' 
PRINT*.' s=( I-m)(m-4n*n+5n-2)/f2m(n-m)(6mn-..J.m-.J.n+ 3 ))' 
PRINT * .' t=(l-2m)(l-m)(l-n)/(n(n-m)(6mn-.J.m-4n+ 3)]' 
PRINT*.' a=(6mn-2m-2n+ l)/(l2mn)' 
PRINT *.' b=(2n-l)/( l2m(n-m)(l-m)J' 
88 
PRINT * .' c=(2m-l )/[ l2n(n-m)(l-n)!' 
PRINT*.' d=(6mn-4m-4n+3)/!l2(l-m)(l-n)]: p=l' 
PRINT *.' This is a two parameter family method.' 
PRINT*.' Please choose following:' 
PRINT*.' I. m=n=0.5. then' 
PRINT*.' a=l/6: b=(2-t)/3: cl=t/3: d=l/6: p=L' 
PRINT * .' r= l/(2t): sc= 1-t: ' 
PRINT * .' where t= 1.0. is standard Runge-Kutta method.' 
PRINT*.' where t=LO+squart(0.5). is Gill formaular' 
PRINT * .' 2. Standard Runge-Kutta method.' 
PRINT*.' 3. Gill formaular' 
PRINT*.' 4. m=l.O and n=0.5. then' 
PRINT*.' a=l/6: b=(t-2)/(6*t): cl=2/3: d=l/(3*t): p=L' 
PRINT*.' r=l/8: s=-t/4:' 
PRINT*.' 5. m=0.5 and n=O.O. then' 
PRINT*.' a=(l-t)/6: b=2/J: cl=t/6: d=l/6: p=l:' 
PRINT*.' r=l/(2*t): s=V2:' 
PRINT*.' 6. You choose any pair ofm.n' 
PRINT*.' 7. Hull and Johnson method. (m=0.35. no=(J..l5)' 
PRINT*.' 8. Merson method. ( m=W. n=l/2 )' 
PRINT*.' 9. m=l/3. n=2/J' 
READ *.NUMBER 
GO TO (6991.6992.6992.6993.6994.6995.699ti.6996.6996).NUMBER 
6991 PRINT*.' a=l/6: b=(2-t)/3: cl=t/3: d=l/6: p=I:' 
PRINT 111 .' r=l/(20: s=l-t: mo=(l.5: no=(l.5.' 
PRINT*.' Ift=l.O.it is standard Runge-Kutta method.' 
PRINT*.' Ift=l.O+squart(0.5).it is Gill formaular' 
PRINT *.' Now please choose the parameter t.' 
6989 READ *. T 
IF(T.EQ.O.O) THEN 
PRINT 111 .' You could not choose t = 0. Please choose it again.' 
GOT06989 
END IF 
6992 IF(NUMBER.EQ.2) THEN 
T=l.ODO 













6993 PRINT*.' a=l/6: b=(t-2)/(6*0: c1=2/3: d=l/(3*t): p=I:' 
PRINT*,' r=l/8: s=-t/4: m=l: n=0.5' 
PRINT *.' so you will choose the parameter t.' 
651 READ *.T 
IF(T.EQ.O.O) THEN 














6994 PRINT*.' a=(l-t)/6: b=2n: cl=t/6: d=l/6: p=l:' 
PRINT*.' r=l/(2*t): s=l.5: m=0.5: n=O.' 
PRINT * .' so you will choose the parameter t.' 
652 READ *.T 
IF(T.EQ.O.O) THEN 
PRINT *.'You could not choose t = 0. Please choose it again.' 
GOT0652 
ENDIF 










6995 PRINT * 
PRINT *.'Please choose the parameter m.n.' 
653 READ *.M.N 
6996 IF(NUMBER.EQ. 7) THEN 
M=0.35DO 
N=0.45DO 







TEMP l =M*(2. ODO*M-1.000) 
TEMP2=M*N 
TEMP3=(N-M)*(6. ODO*TEMP2-4 .ODO*M-4. ODO*N+ 3. ODO) 
TEMP4=M*(N-M)*( 1.000-M) 
TEMPS=N*(N-M)*( l.ODO-N) 
TEMP6=( l.ODO-M)*( 1.000-N) 
lF(TEMPl.EQ.O.O .OR. TEMP2.EQ.O.O .OR. TEMP3.EQ.O.O .OR. 
+ TEMP4.EQ.O.O .OR. TEMP5.EQ.O.O .OR. TEMP6.EQ.O.O) THEN 












D=( 6.0DO*TEMP2-4.0DO*M-4. ODO*N+ 3 .ODO)/( 12.0DO*TEMP6) 
P=I.ODO 

















IMPLICIT REAL *8(A-H.0-Z) 
CHARACTER CHOICE*2 
PRINT *.'DO YOU WANT TO RUN THE PROGRAM automaticly'1' 
PRINT *.'If yes type Y. if not type in N' 
READ(*.I342)CHOICE 
1342 FORMAT(A2) 







DO 6300 II=2,4,2 
DO 6099 ICONTRL=1.4 






6097 HH=-2. 78DO/C 









PRINT *.'DO YOU WANT TO CONTINUE TO RUN THE PROGRAM '1' 
PRINT *.'lfyes type Y. if not type inN' 
READ(*.l341)CHOICE 
1341 FORMAT(A2) 







C- Subroutine A TSTEP 
C************************************************************ 
C--




DO 6306 1=1.20 
H=H-HH 
ITER= I. ODOIH+ 1 
NUM=O. I *ITER 
GOT0(6302.6303.6304.6305) ICONTRL 
6302 CALL EULER(C.YO.OIUI.NN.HJTER.NUM) 
GOT06306 
6303 CALL RUNGE2(C.YO.OI UI.NN.H.ITER.NUM.l.l) 
GOT06306 
6304 CALL RUNGE3(C.YO.Oll.II.NN.H.ITER.NUM.l.l) 
GOT06306 






C- Subroutine AUTOC 
C************************************************************ 
C--









3602 CALL EULER( C. YO.OI l.II.NN.H l.ITER.NUMl 
GOT03606 
3603 CALL RUNGE2(C.YO.Oll.II.NN.Hl.ITER.NUM.2.l) 
GOTO 3606 
3604 CALL RUNGE3(C.YO.OII.II.NN.H LITER.NUM.2.1) 
GOTO 3606 






C- Subroutine ATMETH 
C************************************************************ 
C--
SUBROUTINE ATMETH(II.NN.Hl.YO.OI I) 
IMPLICIT REAL *X(A-H.O-Z) 
ITER== 1.000/H I+ l 
NUM==O.l*ITER 
C==-l ooo oDo 
I REP== I 
DO 3610 1=1.3 
PRJNT *.'ON ATMETH BEFORE RK2 CALL 1='.1 
CALL RUNGE2(C.YO.Oll.ll.NN.H l.ITER.NUM.3.1REP) 
36 I 0 CONTINUE 
I REP= I 
DO 3620 l=U 
CALL RUNGE3(C. YO.Oll.II.NN.H I JTER.NUM.3.IREP) 
3620 CONTINUE 
IREP=l 
DO 3630 I=I.6 










IMPLICIT REAL *8(A-H.0-Z) 




WRITE(*.*)' RK2 Midpoint method m=0.5' 
WRITE(I II.*)' RK2 Midpoint method m==0.5' 
M=0.50DO 
lREP = IREP+ I 
ELSEIF(IREP.EQ.2) THEN 
PRINT*. 'RK2 Heun method of order 2 m=2/3' 
WRITE(lll.l 0 10) 
I 0 l 0 FORMAT(' RK2 Hcun method of order 2 m= 2/'l, ') 
M=2.0D0/3.0DO 
C--
IREP = !REP+ 1 
ELSE 
WRITE( Ill.*)' RK2 Modified Euler method m= I' 
















IMPLICIT REAL *8(A-H.O-Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION M.N 
IF(IFLAG.EQ. 3) THEN 
GOTO (6331.6332.633.1.633-~) !REP 




C 1 = l.ODO/(-U>DO*R) 
M=2.0D0/3.0DO 
N=M 
PRINT*.' RK3 Heun method of order 1 m=2/1' 
WRITE(! I I.1 o ll) 
lOll FORMAT(' RK3 Heun method of order 3 m=2/3'J 
A=0.25DO 
IREP = IREP+ I 
GOT06337 
c 





1012 FORMAT(' RK3 classical method of order 3 m=0.5. n-=1') 
PRINT * ,' RK3 classical method of order 3 m=-0.5. n= I' 
GOT06336 
c 





PRINT * ,' RK3 Conte and Reeves method 1 
WRITE( II UOB) 
1013 FORMAT(' RK3 Conte and Reeves method 1) 
GOT06336 
c 




N=(l.ODO+DSQRT(l3 OD0))/6 ODO 
PRINT *. 1 RK3 optimal method ' 
WRITE(ll U014) 
1014 FORMAT(' RK3 optimal method') 



















SUBROUTINE RK4PP(IFLAG,IREPARC l.D.M.N.RP.S.T) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H.0-Z) 
DOUBLE PRECISION M,N 
IF(IFLAG.EQ.3) THEN 
GOTO (6341,6342.6343,6344.6345.6346) IREP 
c*** CLASSICAL METHOD ** 
c 
6341 T= l.ODO 
PRINT*.' RK4 classical method' 
WRITE(ll UOl5) 
1015 FORMAT(' RK4 classical method 1) 
GOT06338 
c 
c*** GILL METHOD ** 
c 
6342 T=l.ODO+DSQRT(.05DO) 
PRINT*,' RK4 Gill method I 
WRITE(lll,l016) 












IREP = IREP+ I 
GOT06349 




PRINT * .' RK4 Merson method ' 
WRITE( III. I o 17) 
1017 FORMAT(' RK4 Merson method') 
GOT06339 
c 




PRINT*.' RK4 Hull and Johnson method' 
WRITE(lll.l0l8) 
JOI8 FORMAT(' RK4 Hull and Johnson method') 
GOT06339 
c 




PRINT*,' RK4 Boulton method' 
WRITE( II L lOI9) 
IOI9 FORMAT( 'RK4 Boulton method') 
GOT06339 
c 





PRINT*,' RK4 optimal method' 
WRITE (II U021) 







R=N*(M-N)/(2. ODO*TEMP I) 
96 
S==( l.ODO-M)*(M-4. ODO*N*N+5. ODO*N-2)/(2 .ODO*M *TEMP3) 
T=( l-2.0DO*M)*TEMP6/(N*TEMP3) 
A=(6.0DO*TEMP2-2.0DO*M-2.0DO*N+ l )/( l2.0DO*TEMP2) 
B=(2.0DO*N-l)/(12.0DO*TEMP4) 
C=(2.0DO*M-l )/( 12.0DO*TEMP5) 
D=(6.0DO*TEMP2-4.0DO*M-4.0DO*N+ 3.000)/( 12.0DO*TEMP6) 
P=l.ODO 
IF(IFLAG.EQ.3) THEN 
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